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AA55623 Screw, machine, 82° and 100°, flat countersunk head, slotted, plastic (nylon), 
UNC-2A and UNF-2A

AS1031 Fitting, tee, standard and reducer, bulkhead on run, internal port on side, flared

AS1032 Fitting, tee, standard and reducer, bulkhead on run, internal port on run, flared

AS1033 Fitting, tee, standard and reducer, bulkhead on run, internal port on run, flared

AS1034 Fitting, elbow, 90°, standard and reducer, flared
AS1035 Fitting, tee, standard and reducer, flared
AS1036 Fitting, cross, standard and reducer, flared
AS1038 Fitting, elbow,90°, standard and reducer, bulkhead, flared
AS1039 Fitting, tee, standard and reducer, bulkhead on side, flared
AS1040 Fitting, elbow, 45°, standard and reducer, bulkhead, flared
AS14237 Bushing, sleeve plain, press fit, ream type
AS14238 Bushing, sleeve flanged, press fit, ream type
AS21902 Union, flareless tube
AS21907 Elbow, bulkhead universal, 45°, flareless tube
AS21908 Elbow, bulkhead universal 90°, flareless tube
AS21911 Tee, bulkhead, flareless tube, internal thread on run
AS21914 Cap, pressure seal, flareless tube fitting
AS21915 Adaptater, straight, tube to boss
AS21916 Reducer, external thread, flareless tube
AS21919 Clamp, loop type, cushioned support
AS21921 Nut, sleeve coupling, flareless
AS21924 Union, flareless tube, bulkhead and universal
AS21991 Tee, bulkhead, flareless tube, internal thread on run
AS4854 Fitting, elbow, 90 pipe, internal and external thread
AS4856 Fitting, elbow, 90°, pipe, internal thread
AS4857 Fitting, tee, pipe, internal thread
AS4859 Fitting, coupling pipe, internal thread
AS4860 Fitting, nipple, pipe, external thread
AS4861 Fitting, bushing, pipe, internal and external thread
AS4862 Plug, pipe, external thread, hex head
AS4863 Plug, pipe, external thread
AS5161 Fitting, bolt, fluid passage
AS5168 Fitting plug, tube end, flared
AS5169 Fitting, port plug and bleeder
AS5172 Fitting, adaptater, port, reducer
AS5173 Fitting, bushing, port, reducer
AS5174 Fitting, union and reducer, flared
AS5178 Nut, fitting, bulkhead
AS5179 Nut, fitting, port
AS5180 Fitting, adaptater, bulkhead, flared to hose
AS5190 Fitting, elbow 90°, internal straight thread port
AS5192 Fitting, tee, internal straight thread port
AS5193 Fitting, cross, internal straight thread port
AS5194 Fitting, adapter, straight pipe to flared
AS5195 Fitting, elbow, 90°, flared to pipe
AS5196 Fitting, elbow, 45°, flared to pipe
AS5197 Fitting, tee, flared
AS5198 Fitting, tee, flared to pipe on run
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AS5227 Flange, straight thread port, weld
AS5406 Fitting, union, tube, .375 bulkhead

AS85049/95 Connector accessories, electrical, mounting device, flange type, category 7, 3/4 
perimeter

AS85049/96 Connector accessories, electrical, mounting device, flange type, category 7, 1/4 
perimeter

AS9358 Nut, plain, castellated, hexagon - UNS S66286, 130 KSI MIN

M83798/1 Fitting, rubber hose, lightweight, medium pressure, flared, swivel nut, straight

M83798/3 Fitting, rubber hose, lightweight, medium pressure, flared, swivel nut, 90°

MIL-DTL-38999/20E Connector, electrical, circular, receptacle, threaded, wall mounting flange, 
removable crimp contacts, series III, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/22E Connector, electrical, circular, receptacle, threaded, dummy stowage, series III, 
metric

MIL-DTL-38999/22E Connector, electrical, circular, threaded, receptacle, jam-nut mounting, hermetic, 
hermetic solder contacts, series III, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/23B Connector, electrical, circular, threaded, receptacle, jam-nut mounting, hermetic, 
hermetic solder contacts, series III, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/24E Connector, electrical, circular, receptacle, jam-nut mounting, removable crimp 
contacts, series III, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/26E Connector, electrical, plug, circular, threaded, straight, removable crimp 
contacts, series III, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/32C Connector, electrical circular, cover, protective, plug, series III, metric
MIL-DTL-38999/33C Connector, electrical circular, cover, protective, receptacle, series III, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/40A Connector, electrical, circular, receptacle, wall mounting flange, breech coupling, 
removable crimp contacts, series IV, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/42A Connector, electrical, circular, receptacle, box mounting flange, breech coupling, 
removable crimp contacts, series IV, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/46A Connector, electrical, circular, plug, breech coupling, emi grounding, removable 
crimp contacts, series IV, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/47A Connector, electrical, circular, plug, breech coupling, removable crimp contacts, 
series IV, metric

MIL-DTL-38999/49A Connector, electrical, circular, receptacle, in line cable, breech coupling, 
removable crimp contacts, series IV, metric

MS14315 Bushing, pipe, brass or bronze, threaded (outside head, inside head, and face), 
classes 250 and 125

MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, 1100-F Aluminium
MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, 2017-T4 Aluminium alloy
MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, 2024-T4 Aluminium alloy
MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, 2117-T4 Aluminium alloy
MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, 2219-T62 Aluminium alloy
MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, 2219-T81 Aluminium alloy
MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, 5056-H32 Aluminium alloy
MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, 7050-T73 Aluminium alloy

MS20426 Rivet, solid, countersunk 100°, precision head, Titanium columbium alloy 45 Cb

MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, 1100-F Aluminium
MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, 2017-T4 Aluminium alloy
MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, 2024-T4 Aluminium alloy
MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, 2117-T4 Aluminium alloy
MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, 2219-T62 Aluminium alloy
MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, 2219-T81 Aluminium alloy
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MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, 5056-H32 Aluminium alloy
MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, 7050-T73 Aluminium alloy
MS20470 Rivet, solid, universal head, Titanium columbium alloy 45Cb
MS20500 Nut, self locking, hexagon, 1200°F, 125 KSI Ftu
MS20605 Rivet, blind, nonstructural, 100° flush head
MS20756 Flange, swivel, retaining
MS27769 Plug, pipe, countersink hex head
MS35265 Screw machine-drilled fillister head, slotted, carbon steel, UNC-2A
MS35426 Nut, plain, wing, UNF-2B
MS51858 Nut, plain-hexagon, plastic (nylon)

MS51957 Screw, machine, pan head, cross-recessed, corrosion resistant steel, UNC-2A

MS83798/1 Fitting, rubber hose, lightweight, medium pressure, flared, swivel nut, straight

MS83798/3 Fitting, rubber hose, lightweight, medium pressure, flared, swivel nut, 90°
NAS 424 Coupling - tube flared, female thread
NAS1033 Nut, self-locking, plate-right angle, regular,height, c'bore, floating
NAS1053 Bolt, eye, assembly - forged carbon steel
NAS1081 Setscrew - Self-locking
NAS1101 Screw, machine-flat fillister head, full thread, offset cruciform
NAS1102 Screw machine-flat 100 deg head full thread, offset cruciform
NAS1103 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1104 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1105 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1106 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1107 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1108 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1109 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1110 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1112 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1114 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1116 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1118 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1120 Bolt, shear - hexagon, head modified, short thread
NAS1149 Washer, flat
NAS1189 Screw, self-locking-flat 100 deg head, full thread

NAS1190 Screw, self-locking, pan head, full thread, cruciform and offset cruciform recess

NAS1202 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1203 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1204 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1205 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1206 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1207 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1208 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1209 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1210 Bolt, 100° close tolerance head and shank, 160.000 PSI short thread
NAS1221 Bolt, 100° flush head, self-locking optional
NAS1223 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1224 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1225 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1226 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
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NAS1227 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1228 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1229 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1230 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1231 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1232 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1233 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1234 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1235 Bolt, shear - hexagon head, self locking
NAS1291 Nut, self-locking, hexagon low height, light weight
NAS1300 Thumbscrew
NAS1351 Screw, cap, socket head, UNRF-3A
NAS1352 Screw, cap, socket head, UNRC-3A and UNRC-2A
NAS1473 Nut, self-locking, plate-two lug, cap, floating
NAS1523 Packing with retainer
NAS1564 Reducer, flared tube
NAS1578 Bolt, flat pan head
NAS1580 Bolt, 100° flush head, 95 KSI shear
NAS1581 Bolt, 100° flush reduced head
NAS1635 Screw, machine - pan head, cross recessed, full thread
NAS1727 Nut, self-locking, aligning, 450°F and 800°F
NAS1727 Nut, self-locking, aligning, 450°F and 800°F (nut only)
NAS1727 Nut, self-locking, aligning, 450°F and 800°F (washer only)
NAS1758 Nut, self locking, extended washer, double hexagon, 220 KSI, 450° F
NAS1759 Nut, self-locking, double hexagon shear 450°F
NAS1765 Nut, self-locking, plate - two lug, floating, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F and 800°F

NAS1766 Nut, self-locking, plate - corner, counterbored, floating, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F and 
800°F

NAS1804 Nut, self-locking, extended washer, double hexagon, alloy steel, 180 KSI, 450°F

NAS1832 Insert, molded in, blind threaded, self-locking, nonself-locking, sandwich panel

NAS1835 Insert, molded in, blind threaded, self-locking, nonself-locking, floating, sandwich 
panel

NAS1836 Insert, molded in, blind threaded, self-locking, nonself-locking, lightweight, 
sandwich panel

NAS1870 Nut, self-locking, plate - two lug, deep counterbore, floating, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F 
and 800°F

NAS3103 Bolt-U
NAS3104 Bolt-U
NAS3105 Bolt-U
NAS3108 Bolt-U
NAS42 Spacer, sleeve rivet
NAS424 Coupling - tube flared, female thread
NAS43 Spacer, sleeve - screw and bolt
NAS509 Nut, drilled jam
NAS551 Bolt - Universal fitting
NAS577 Nut, self-locking, barrel, floating 180 KSI Ftu
NAS591 Coupling - rigid tube connector, aluminium
NAS593 Nut - rigid tube connector, aluminium

NAS6603 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking
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NAS6604 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6605 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6606 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6607 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6608 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6609 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6610 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6612 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6614 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6616 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6618 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS662 Screw, machine, flathead 100°, plain and self-locking

NAS6620 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, alloy steel, long thread, self-locking and 
nonlocking

NAS6703 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6704 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6705 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6706 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6707 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6708 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6709 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6710 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6712 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6714 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6716 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6718 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS6720 Bolt, hex head, close tolerance, A286 CRES, long threads, self-locking, 
nonlocking

NAS673 Bolt, close, tolerance-hexagon head, titanium
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NAS674 Bolt, close, tolerance-hexagon head, titanium
NAS675 Bolt, close, tolerance-hexagon head, titanium
NAS676 Bolt, close, tolerance-hexagon head, titanium
NAS677 Bolt, close, tolerance-hexagon head, titanium
NAS678 Bolt, close, tolerance-hexagon head, titanium
NAS75 Bushing-plain press fit, steel or CRES
NAS77 Bushing-flanged, press fit steel, CRES, bronze & copper
NASM10 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM12 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM122076 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM122078 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM122079 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM122081 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM122082 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM122083 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM122085 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM122087 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM122088 Insert, CRES helical coil coarse thread, 1 dia nominal length
NASM14 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM14144 Nut, self-locking, lightweight, casteled, 450°F
NASM14145 Nut, self-locking, lightweight, thin, castelled, 450° F
NASM15795 Washer, flat-metal, round general purpose
NASM16 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM17 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM18 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM19 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM20004 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20005 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20006 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20007 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20008 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20009 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20010 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20012 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20014 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20016 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20017 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20018 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20020 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20022 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM20024 Bolt, interal wrenching, 160 KSI FTU and 96 KSI FSU
NASM21 Bolt - clevis

NASM21042 Nut, self-locking, 450°F, reduced hexagon, reduced height, ring base, non-
corrosion resistant steel

NASM21043 Nut, self-locking, 800°F, reduced hexagon, reduced height, ring base, corrosion 
resistant steel

NASM21044 Nut, self-locking, hexagon, regular height, 250°F, 125 KSI Ftu and 60 KSI Ftu

NASM21045 Nut, self locking, hexagon-regular height, 450°F, 125 KSI Ftu
NASM21047 Nut, self-locking, plate, two lug, low height, steel, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F

NASM21048 Nut, self-locking, plate, two lug, low height, CRES, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F and 800°F
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NASM21051 Nut, self-locking, plate, one lug, low height, steel, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F

NASM21052 Nut, self-locking, plate, one lug, low height, CRES, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F and 
800°F

NASM21055 Nut, self-locking, plate, corner, low height, steel, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F

NASM21056 Nut, self-locking, plate, corner, low height, CRES, 125KSI Ftu, 450° F and 800° F

NASM21059 Nut, self-locking, plate, two lug, floating, low height steel, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F

NASM21060 Nut, self-locking, plate, two lug, floating, low height, CRES, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F & 
800°F

NASM21061 Nut, self-locking, plate, one lug, floating, low height, steel, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F

NASM21062 Nut, self-locking, plate, one lug, floating, low height, CRES, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F 
and 800°F

NASM21063 Nut, self-locking gang channel, floating, low height, steel, 125 KSI Ftu, 250°F

NASM21064 Nut, self-locking gang channel, floating, low height, steel, 125 KSI Ftu, 450°F

NASM21069 Nut, self-locking, plate, two-lug, reduced rivet spacing, low height, steel, 125 KSI 
Ftu, 450°F

NASM21071 Nut, self-locking, plate, one lug, reduced rivet spacing, low height, steel, 125 KSI 
Ftu, 450°F

NASM21209 Insert, screw thread, coarse, screw locking, helical coil, CRES
NASM21209 Insert, screw thread, fine, screw locking, helical coil, CRES

NASM21244 Nut, castellated, hexagon, counterbored, assembled washer, 450°F, (for self-
retaining bolts)

NASM21250 Bolt, tension, steel, external wrenching, flanged, 12-point, 180 KSI Ftu, 450°F

NASM21299 Washer, countersunk and plain, for use with bolts and nuts up to and including 
260 KSI Ftu

NASM22 Bolt - clevis
NASM23 Bolt - clevis
NASM24 Bolt - clevis
NASM24665 Pin, cotter (split)

NASM24693 Screw, machine, flat countersunk head, 100°, cross recessed, UNC-2A and UNF-
2A

NASM24694 Screw, machine, flat countersunk head, 100°, structural, cross recessed, UNC-
3A and UNF-3A

NASM25 Bolt - clevis
NASM256 Nut - self-locking, plate, right angle, 250°F
NASM26 Bolt - clevis
NASM27 Bolt - clevis
NASM27039 Screw, machine-pan head, structural, cross recessed
NASM28 Bolt - clevis
NASM29 Bolt - clevis
NASM3 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM30 Bolt - clevis
NASM310 Nut plain, castelled, airframe
NASM315 Nut, plain, hexagon, airframe
NASM316 Nut, jam, hexagon
NASM32 Bolt - clevis
NASM320 Nut, plain, castelled, shear
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NASM3369 Bolt, self-retaining, positive locking, CRES 90 KSI Ftu, 63 KSI Ftu, hexagon 
slotted head, 450°F and 650°F

NASM34 Bolt - clevis

NASM35206 Screw, machine-pan head, cross-recessed, carbon steel, cadmium plated, UNC-
2A

NASM35207 Screw, machine-pan head, cross recessed, carbon steel, cadmium plated, UNF-
2A (in./mm)

NASM35275 Screw, machine-drilled fillister head, slotted, corrosion resisting steel, passivated, 
UNC-2A

NASM35276 Screw, machine-drilled fillister head, slotted, corrosion resistant steel, 
passivated, UNF-2A

NASM35333 Washer, lock, flat-internal tooth
NASM35338 Washer, lock-spring, helical, regular (medium) series
NASM35649 Nut, plain, hexagon, machine screw UNC-2B
NASM35650 Nut, plain, hexagon, machine screw, UNF-2B
NASM37 Bolt - clevis
NASM4 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM42 Bolt, eye
NASM43 Bolt, eye
NASM44 Bolt, eye
NASM45 Bolt, eye
NASM46 Bolt, eye
NASM47 Bolt, eye
NASM48 Bolt, eye
NASM49 Bolt, eye
NASM5 Bolt - Machine, aircraft

NASM51958 Screw, machine pan-head, cross-recessed, corrosion resisting steel, UNF-2A

NASM525 Screw - washer head
NASM565 Set screw-hexagon and fluted socket, headless
NASM6 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM7 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM8 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM818 Nut, tube coupling, short
NASM9 Bolt - Machine, aircraft
NASM929 Cap assembly, pressure seal flared tube fitting
NASM970 Washer, flat
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